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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following was not a policy response introduced by Basel 2.5 in response to the global financial crisis:

Options: 
A- Comprehensive Risk Model (CRM)

B- Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR)

C- Stressed VaR (SVaR)

D- Incremental Risk Charge (IRC)

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
The CCAR is a supervisory mechanism adopted by the US Federal Reserve Bank to assess capital adequacy for bank holding

companies it supervises. It was not a concept introduced by the international Basel framework.



The other three were indeed rules introduced by Basel 2.5, which was ultimately subsumed into Basel III.

Stressed VaR is just the standard 99%/10 day VaR, calculated with the assumption that relevant market factors are under stress.

The Incremental Risk Charge (IRC) is an estimate of default and migration risk of unsecuritized credit products in the

trading book. (Though this may sound like a credit risk term, it relates to market risk - for example, a bond rated A being downgraded to

BBB. In the old days, the banking book where loans to customers are held was the primary source of credit risk, but with OTC trading

and complex products the trading book also now holds a good deal of credit risk. Both IRC and CRM account for these.)

While IRC considers only non-securitized products, the CRM (Comprehensive Risk Model) considers securitized products such as

tranches, CDOs, and correlation based instruments.

The IRC, SVaR and CRM complement standard VaR by covering risks that are not included in a standard VaR model. Their results are

therefore added to the VaR for capital adequacy determination.

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following are valid criticisms of value at risk:

1. There are many risks that a VaR framework cannot model



2. VaR does not consider liquidity risk

3. VaR does not account for historical market movements

4. VaR does not consider the risk of contagion

Options: 
A- 1, 2 and 4

B- 1 and 3

C- 2 and 4

D- All of the above

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
Risks such as abrupt changes to a firm's business model caused by legislation, or the introduction of capital controls in foreign countries

where a firm in invested, geo-political risks etc are not modelable in the traditional sense. These risks cannot be modeled using VaR.

Therefore statement I is correct.



VaR indeed does not consider liquidity risk, it is only concerned with the standard deviation of portfolio returns. Statement II is a valid

criticism.

Statement III is not correct, as VaR can consider historical price movements.

Statement IV is correct, as VaR does not consider systemic risk or the risk of contagion.

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A risk analyst peforming PCA wishes to explain 80% of the variance. The first orthogonal factor has a volatility of 100, and the second

40, and the third 30. Assume there are no other factors. Which of the factors will be included in the final analysis?

Options: 
A- First, Second and Third

B- First and Second

C- First



D- Insufficient information to answer the question

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
The total variance of the system is 100^2 + 40^2 + 30^2 = 12500 (as variance = volatility squared). The first factor alone has a variance

of 10,000, or 80%. Therefore only the first factor will be included in the final analysis, and the rest will be ignored.

Interestingly, this example highlights one of the limitations of PCA. Obviously, the second and third factors are material when considering

volatility, though the effect of squaring them to get the variance makes them appear less important than they are.

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following formulae correctly describes Component VaR. (p refers to the portfolio, and i is the i-th constituent of the portfolio.

MVaR means Marginal VaR, and other symbols have their usual meanings.)



Options: 
A- 3

B- 2

C- 1

D- 1 and 2

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
The first two formulae describe component VaR. The last formula is the formula for Marginal VaR. Therefore I and II is the correct

answer.



Component VaR is a VaR decomposition technique that allows the total VaR for a portfolio to be broken down and attributed to the

components of a portfolio. The total of the component VaR for each constituent of a portfolio is equal to the VaR for the portfolio. This

property is extremely useful as opposed to the standalone VaR for each constituent taken alone as it can be used for allocating trading

budgets.

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following best describes the concept of marginal VaR of an asset in a portfolio:

Options: 
A- Marginal VaR is the value of the expected losses on occasions where the VaR estimate is exceeded.

B- Marginal VaR is the contribution of the asset to portfolio VaR in a way that the sum of such calculations for all the assets in the

portfolio adds up to the portfolio VaR.

C- Marginal VaR is the change in the VaR estimate for the portfolio as a result of including the asset in the portfolio.

D- Marginal VaR describes the change in total VaR resulting from a $1 change in the value of the asset in question.



Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
The correct answer is choice 'd'

Marginal VaR is just the change in total VaR from a $1 change in the value of the asset in the portfolio. All other answers are incorrect.

Mathematically, it is expressed as follows, where VaRp is the VaR for the portfolio, and Vi is the value of the asset in question.

Other answers describe other VaR related concepts such as incremental VaR, Component VaR and Conditional VaR.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following statements are true in relation to Historical Simulation VaR?



1. Historical Simulation VaR assumes returns are normally distributed but have fat tails

2. It uses full revaluation, as opposed to delta or delta-gamma approximations

3. A correlation matrix is constructed using historical scenarios

4. It particularly suits new products that may not have a long time series of historical data available

Options: 
A- 2

B- 2 and 3

C- 1 and 4

D- All of the above

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
Historical Simulation VaR is conceptually very straightforward: actual prices as seen during the observation period (1 year, 2 years, or

other) become the 'scenarios' forming the basis of the valuation of the portfolio. For each scenario, full revaluation is performed, and a



P&L data set becomes available from which the desired loss quantile can be extracted.

Historical simulation is based upon actually seen prices over a selected historical period, therefore no distributional assumptions are

required. The data is what the data is, and is the distribution. Statement I is therefore not correct.

It uses full revaluation for each historical scenario, therefore statement II is correct.

Since the prices are taken from actual historical observations, a correlation matrix is not required at all. Statement III is therefore

incorrect (it would be true for Monte Carlo and parametric Var).

Historical simulation VaR suffers from the limitation that if enough representative data points are no available during the historical

observation period from which the scenarios are drawn, the results would be inaccurate. This is likely to be the case for new products.

Therefore Statement IV is incorrect.

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following statements are true in relation to Monte Carlo based VaR calculations:

1. Monte Carlo VaR relies upon a full revalution of the portfolio for each simulation

2. Monte Carlo VaR relies upon the delta or delta-gamma approximation for valuation



3. Monte Carlo VaR can capture a wide range of distributional assumptions for asset returns

4. Monte Carlo VaR is less compute intensive than Historical VaR

Options: 
A- 1 and 3

B- 2 and 4

C- 1, 3 and 4

D- All of the above

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
Monte Carlo VaR computations generally include the following steps:

1. Generate multivariate normal random numbers, based upon the correlation matrix of the risk factors

2. Based upon these correlated random numbers, calculate the new level of the risk factor (eg, an index value, or interest rate)



3. Use the new level of the risk factor to revalue each of the underlying assets, and calculate the difference from the initial valuation of

the portfolio. This is the portfolio P&L.

4. Use the portfolio P&L to estimate the desired percentile (eg, 99th percentile) to get and estimate of the VaR.

Monte Carlo based VaR calculations rely upon full portfolio revaluations, as opposed to delta/delta-gamma approximations. As a result,

they are also computationally more intensive. Because they are not limited by the range of instruments and the properties they can

cover, they can capture a wide range of distributional assumptions for asset returns. They also tend to provide more robust estimates for

the tail, including portions of the tail that lie beyond the VaR cutoff.

Therefore I and III are true, and the other two are not.

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following techniques is used to generate multivariate normal random numbers that are correlated?

Options: 
A- Simulation



B- Markov process

C- Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix

D- Pseudo random number generator

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
A PRNG (pseudo random number generators of the kind included in statistical packages and Excel) is used to generate random

numbers that are not correlated with each other, ie they are random. A Markov process is a stochastic model that depends only upon its

current state. Simulation underlies many financial calculations. None of these directly relate to generating correlated multivariate normal

random numbers. That job is done utilizing a Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix.

Specifically, a Cholesky decomposition involves the factorization of the correlation matrix into a lower triangular matrix (a square matrix

all of whose entries above the diagonal are zero) and its transpose. This can then be combined with random numbers to generate a set

of correlated normal random numbers. This technique is used for calculating Monte Carlo VaR.
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